On the method of precise abundance determination of isotopologues in a gas mixture.
A method is presented which allows one to derive partial pressures of isotopologue molecules in a gaseous mixture under the conditions of rapid isotope exchange. For this purpose, isotopic relations between effective dipole moment parameters of a "parent" molecule and its related isotopically substituted species are derived on the basis of the general isotopic substitution theory. The efficiency of the method is illustrated. The result was derived for the fundamental bands and is valid for any asymmetric top molecule. The discussed general consideration offers the possibility to obtain analogous results both for any overtone as well as combinational bands of any asymmetric top molecule, and (with minor corrections) for any symmetric and/or spherical top molecule. The validity and efficiency of the general results are confirmed by comparison of the general results obtained in the present paper with the experimental results for the H2O/HDO molecules with a deviation of 3 to 4%.